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Activity Tips

On the Farm #vocabulary #cognitive skills

The learners’ task is to group the animals from the song whether they like the
field, the farmyard, the pond or the barn. They also have to say a simple sentence
including the name of the animal.

KEY:

Farmyard Field Pond Barn

dog, cat, chick, cockerel cow, horse, sheep duck pig

Example sentences:
“Horses spend the day in the field.”
“Ducks spend the day in the farmyard.”
“They spend the night in the barn.”
“Where do they spend the night?”
“What do chicks like?”
“What do cats need?”



Information gap activity #language skills #personal skills

Students get two copies of an empty farm which only contains a farmyard, a
pond, a field and a barn. First, students have to work on the first copy. When they
are ready they turn to their partner and ask questions and make statements.
They have to reproduce their partner’s drawing without seeing the original
version on the second copy.
Example sentences:
“There’s a horse in the…”
“There are two ducks in…”

Water or Land? #vocabulary #cognitive skills

Designate two corners in the classroom, one corner is water and the other one is
land. The teacher shows the learners pictures and their task is to decide whether
that animal lives in the water or on the land. When the learners already use the
name of the animals confidently, the teacher says only the word and doesn’t show
any pictures.

Which animal is this? #cognitive skills #vocabulary

As a fun activity, use slides 13, 14 and 15 from the book and play the sound of the
animals and ask the learners “Which animal says this?” The learners answer “The
chicken says chick chick.” After a few examples learners continue the game in
pairs.



Find the hidden words.

d h m c a t s k

u d e a m i h g

c o c k e r e l

k g h e g k e a

k e i b h z p i

i b c u e k h e

g w k h o r s e

p i g k c o w m

Words:

cat dog chick cockerel cow horse

sheep duck pig


